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Highlights1

• A sophisticated fully 2D model accelerated with GPU is presented.2

• Details of the numerical scheme and the acceleration technique are given.3

• The necessity of these numerical fixes in real cases is demosntrated.4

• The model is applied to a large stretch of the Ebro River.5

• The results are compared with field measurements.6
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Abstract13

The challenge of finding a compromise between computational time and level14

of accuracy and robustness has traditionally expanded the use simplified models15

rather than full two-dimensional (2D) models for flood simulation. This work16

presents a GPU accelerated 2D shallow water model for the simulation of flood17

events in real time. In particular, an explicit first-order finite volume scheme18

is detailed to control the numerical instabilities that are likely to appear when19

used in complex topography. The model is first validated with the benchmark20

test case of the Toce River (Italy) and numerical fixes are demonstrated to be21

necessary. The model is next applied to reproduce real events in a reach of the22

Ebro River (Spain) in order to compare simulation results with field data. The23

second case deals with a large domain (744 km2) and long flood duration (up24

to 20 days) allowing an analysis of the performance and speed-up achieved by25

different GPU devices. The high values of fit between observed and simulated26

results as well as the computational times achieved are encouraging to propose27

the use of the model as forecasting system.28
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1. Introduction32

Flooding events are considered as extreme phenomena, not only due to their33

severity but also to their high frequency, as a UN survey reveals [1]. River over-34

flows generate floods and the destruction or modification of natural and artificial35

elements in a basin. The sheet of water flooding urban, rural and industrial ar-36

eas provokes agricultural, landscape, flora and fauna, as well as economic and37

social activity alterations. Additionally, the flow volume and the water speed38

transform the environment, modifying the river banks over long periods of time.39

They may have destructive effects not only on infrastructures such as bridges,40

roads and buildings but they can also take human lives [2]. The problem of41

flooding affects many countries in the world. In Spain, the occurrence of these42

phenomena has raised the awareness of both public authorities and population43

[3]. In particular, the flood that took place in the Ebro River in 2015 resulted44

in a payout of more than 105 million euros for the repair of the consequences.45

Therefore, the use of resources and better technology for the analysis of floods is46

justified. While it is impossible to eradicate the occurrence of these events, the47

development of prediction tools capable of anticipating their damage, allowing48

improvement of emergency plans, has become one of the main aims of research.49

50

Presently, flood risk evaluations performed by water authorities and decision51

makers in European countries are based on hydrological models or 1D hydraulic52

models [4, 5]. Their predictive capacity is limited to the evaluation of water53

discharges for situations below bankful values. When the flood wave exceeds54

that value and inundation takes place over the floodplain, the use of 2D hy-55

draulic tools is needed for a correct modelization of the inundation. However,56

most available 2D hydraulic models are so computationally time consuming that57

their application to event predictions in real time scenarios is hindered.58

59

Prediction tools can be based on many different procedures and algorithms60

to forecast the behaviour of a certain flow. They are commonly based on numer-61
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ical models that are able to provide solutions for the mathematical equations62

that govern these flow phenomena. A good review of methods is provided in63

[6]. Several works reveal the suitability of the 2D shallow water model for the64

proper reproduction of flood events [7, 8]. Some of them, [9, 10] deal with finite65

volume numerical methods. In this context, some methods have been improved66

over the years to fix numerical instabilities related with 2D schemes, such as67

the wet-dry treatment [11, 12, 13, 14]. Nowadays, these improvements allow the68

creation of robust models that are able to reproduce complex and challenging69

cases. However, 2D models present their main drawback of requiring large and70

sometimes unaffordable computational times when applied to realistic scenar-71

ios. This situation leads to 2D models not being as widely used as might be72

expected. It is worth mentioning that the high computational cost represents73

a drawback not only for the predicting simulations, but also for the calibration74

process, which involves a great amount of simulations in order to obtain the75

proper value of parameters, such as roughness coefficient.76

77

Different ways to decrease simulation times in this context can be found in78

literature. The easiest way to reduce this effort is to go back to 1D models, that79

are still widely used for flood events [15], since they can reproduce the evolution80

of certain discharge peaks under specific conditions. However, 1D models usu-81

ally result in a bad representation of the discharge evolution over time [16] when82

over-bank events take place. Although this issue can be sometimes successfully83

overcome [17, 18], the floodplain plays an important role in the peak delay and84

it is not properly represented through a 1D schematization. As a result, research85

in coupled models has arisen as an alternative to keep representing the main86

channel by means of a 1D model, thus avoiding the 2D discretization usually87

related with the most time consuming part, while a 2D framework is used for88

the floodplains [19, 20, 21]. The main disadvantage of the 1D-2D models lies in89

the data preprocessing that can be tedious and complex. The linking task is not90

trivial as both models must be thoroughly matched to avoid interpolation and91

to ensure mass conservation. Additionally, their suitability must be assessed on92
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a case-by-case basis, as the time reduction might be negligible in large flood93

cases in which the wetted flood-prone area plays a more important role than94

the river bed itself. This could occur in a river basin in which the floodplain95

requires even more refinement of the mesh than river bed due to the existence96

of narrow levees, for instance.97

98

Parallel to all those developments, acceleration technologies have been im-99

proved and nowadays offer a high number of alternatives for code speed up. This100

is the High Performance Computing (HPC) research. Within this area, several101

techniques can be adopted, from massive parallelizing within a CPU network102

[22, 23] to Graphical Processing Units (GPU) [24] used as a computing device.103

In any case, all of them are based on the workload division into different threads104

that can simultaneously compute a part of the numerical solver [25, 26] or any105

other time consuming function of the application, such as the visualization [27].106

Most of them report scalability problems, as the data transfer might dominate107

the time consumption leading to very inefficient parallelized algorithms [28, 29],108

thus code optimization becomes crucial. MPI techniques in particular are suit-109

able for great domains due to the large amount of data transfers as they are110

based on domain partitioning. Recently, some contributions for realistic cases111

have been reported involving GPU [30] or multi-GPU [31] and comparing with112

OpenMP [32, 33] to accelerate the computations. The sensitivity of the numer-113

ical results to the single or double precision was reported by [31] on cartesian114

grids. This type of grids were also used in [30] leading to important speed-ups.115

On the other hand, the simulation of fast dam-break flows on unstructured grids116

was reported in [33] showing less noticeable computational time acceleration due117

to the shorter event duration.118

119

With the objective focused on modelling flood events in realistic domains as120

efficiently that they can be used as real time forecasting tools, this work presents121

a fully 2D numerical model proposed to reproduce these events with a sufficient122

accuracy in an affordable computational time by means of GPU devices. The123
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model solves the 2D shallow water equations with a numerical scheme, that was124

thoroughly enhanced in the recent past to avoid numerical instabilities [34, 35].125

These improvements led to a complexity intended to avoid reducing the time126

step to ensure stable and conservative solutions. The goal of the present work127

is to focus on the ability of this robust method to model, not only specific and128

challenging physical phenomena, such as academic test cases with analytical129

solution [34, 35], but also to reproduce real and large flood events encompassing130

tens or hundreds of km2. The model is explained not only in terms of the nu-131

merical method, with emphasis on the most relevant details, but also in terms132

of the acceleration technology. Next, the model is applied to two test cases.133

The first test case is used as a validation with experimental data measured in134

a physical model of the Toce River (Italy) to focus on the importance of the135

numerical fixes included. Different simulations will be performed to show the136

consequences of not using the numerical fixes. The second case demonstrates137

the accuracy and suitability of the model for the simulation of large scale floods.138

A reach of the Ebro River (Spain) is considered and several historical events are139

simulated in order to compare with field measurements. The set of available140

observations provides not only maximum extension of flooded area, allowing a141

comparison of flood shape, but also the time evolution of water surface elevation142

and discharge at gauging points. These have been used to compare simulated143

and measured data enabling the calculation of Nash-Sutcliffe errors [36, 37].144

Additionally, a study of the speed-up achieved on different GPU cards is car-145

ried out not only to confirm the affordable computational times offered, but also146

to show the potential of the acceleration technologies for the hydraulic research147

and prediction tool development.148

149

2. Governing equations and numerical scheme150

The governing equations and the numerical scheme, proposed in [34, 35],151

can be found in full detail in the references. It is not the purpose of the present152
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work to repeat them, however, the most important details are explained in the153

following subsections for the sake of clarity.154

2.1. 2D shallow water equations155

The mathematical model adopted to represent the surface flow is the hyper-156

bolic shallow water system of equations in its 2D version:157

∂U

∂t
+
∂F(U)

∂x
+
∂G(U)

∂y
= S(U, x, y) (1)

where the conserved variables:158

U = (h, hu, hv)
T

(2)

are h, water depth (m), and qx = hu and qy = hv, unit discharges (m2/s) in159

x and y direction, respectively. As the model is depth averaged, u and v are160

the vertical averaged components of the velocity. The fluxes of these conserved161

variables are:162

F =

(
hu, hu2 + g

h2

2
, huv

)T
; G =

(
hv, huv, hv2 + g

h2

2

)T
(3)

And the source terms are related to bed slope and friction stress as:163

S = (0, gh (S0x − Sfx) , gh (S0y − Sfy))
T

(4)

where the bed slopes represent the variation of terrain elevation, zb, in x and y164

directions:165

S0x = −∂zb
∂x

S0y = −∂zb
∂y

(5)

166

167

the friction stress is formulated as168

Sfx =
n2u
√
u2 + v2

h4/3
Sfy =

n2v
√
u2 + v2

h4/3
(6)

where n is the Manning roughness coefficient [38, 39, 40, 41].169

170
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Figure 1: Sketch of a pair of two dimensional cells, i and j, sharing a cell edge, k, of length

lk.

2.2. Finite volume method171

The system of equations (1) is time dependent, non-linear, hyperbolic and172

has source terms. As it has no analytical solution, a Godunov type finite volume173

scheme is used to discretize the domain into cells, Ωi, acting like a control174

volume, leading to a piecewise information with cell-averaged constant values175

of the variables at time, n, as:176

Un
i =

1

Ai

∫

Ωi

U(x, y, tn)dΩ; (7)

where Ai stands for the cell area. From now on, the (x, y, t) dependence of the177

variables will be omitted in the notation for the sake of clarity. Thus, the system178

(1) is integrated at each cell and the Gauss theorem is applied becoming179

d

dt

∫

Ωi

UdΩ +

∮

∂Ωi

Endl =

∫

Ωi

SdΩ (8)

where n = (nx, ny) is the outward normal vector to the volume, Ωi and ∂Ωi is the180

contour of the volume. The fluxes are included in E, so that En = (Fnx+Gny).181

Updating the time step size during the simulation, a generic time is defined as182

tn and increases adding the time step, ∆t, as: tn+1 = tn + ∆t. The used mesh183

remains constant in time.184

185

Therefore, the fluxes are evaluated at cell edges as δE = Ej − Ei, where186

Ej is the value of fluxes E at the neighbouring cell j that shares a cell edge,187

k, of length lk, with the cell i (as sketched in Figure 1). Source terms are188

also evaluated in the shared wall, k. And finally, combined with a piecewise189
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constant representation of the variables, Ui, and also assuming a uniform value190

of Ei at each cell and the summation of (nklk) equal to zero, equation (8) can191

be expressed as192

Ai
Un+1
i −Un

i

∆t
+

3∑

k=1

(δE)knklk =
3∑

k=1

Sk (9)

It is worth mentioning that in the 2D framework the solution is obtained by193

means of a locally linearized 1D Riemann Problem (RP) at each cell edge, k,194

projected onto the direction n over an x′ axis (as seen in Figure 1), following the195

Roe approach. The linearized solution must fulfill the Consistency Condition196

[42].197

198

In system (1) a Jacobian matrix can be defined normal to the direction of199

the flux, E, given by the unit vector, n, as200

Jn =
∂En

∂U
=
∂F

∂U
nx +

∂G

∂U
ny; (10)

This Jacobian matrix can also be locally defined at each wall, k, following201

also the Roe’s linearization, J̃n,k. Due to the structure of the system, 3 eigenvec-202

tors and eigenvalues, ẽm and λ̃m (with m varying from 1 to 3) can be obtained203

following:204

J̃n,k = P̃kΛ̃kP̃
−1
k (11)

where Λ̃k is the diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues and P̃k is205

the matrix containing eigenvectors, providing 3 eigenvalues for the 2D model206

[34, 35].207

If the differences in vector U are expressed as:208

δUk = Uj −Ui =
3∑

m

(α̃ẽ)mk (12)
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the fluxes part of equation (9) can be also expressed as:209

(δEn)k = J̃n,kδUk = J̃n,k

3∑

m

(α̃ẽ)mk (13)

Additionally, the source terms are also projected onto the eigenvector basis210

and, in particular, represented by means of an extra stationary wave leading to211

a solver defined by m+ 1 states for a problem with m equations. This is the so212

called Augmented Roe approach (ARoe approach) [35]:213

Sk =
∑

m

(β̃ẽ)mk (14)

Finally, the updating expression of a single cell i by means of the 3 ingoing214

contributions (m) at each of the 3 edges (k) shared with the adjacent cells is:215

Un+1
i = Un

i −
∆t

Ai

3∑

k=1

3∑

m=1

[(
λ̃−
(
α̃− β̃

λ̃

)
ẽ

)m

k

lk

]n
(15)

where superscripts n and n+1 stand for the current and next time step respec-216

tively. And the information is propagated according to the upwind philosophy:217

λ± =
λ± |λ|

2
.218

219

The time step, ∆t, is dynamically updated and limited by the CFL condition220

for stability reasons following:221

∆t = CFL min
k,m

δxk

λ̃mk
(16)

where222

δxk = min(χi, χj) χi =
Ai

max
k=1,NE

lk
. (17)

Coefficient CFL (Courant-Friedrich-Lewy number) must be between 0 and 1 to223

guarantee stability [43] due to the explicitness of the numerical scheme.224

225
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The numerical scheme may fail in some situations due to the averaging in226

Godunov’s method. Even without source terms, a common problem is the en-227

tropy violation in sonic rarefactions [42, 44]. That must be corrected by means228

of entropy fixes [45]. Additionally, when taking into account source terms, other229

problems could arise, such as the appearance of negative values of water depth,230

as well as non-physical numerical oscillations. These errors have been tradi-231

tionally avoided by reducing the time step size below that constrained by the232

CFL condition [9], using new restrictions that consider the influence of source233

terms. Therefore, cases with high friction values can lead to unaffordably high234

computational times.235

236

An alternative, as presented in [34, 35], includes new corrections to ensure237

the robustness of the method and the lack of non physically-based solutions238

without reducing the time step size. These corrections are mainly based on239

the detailed analysis of the Riemann Problem formulated as a superposition of240

waves travelling at the speeds given by the eigenvalues. This concept requires241

the definition of intermediate states that are next explained for a 1D scheme for242

the sake of clarity.243

244

Figure 2: Control volume in Godunov’s method and intermediate states for the 1D scheme.

As the resulting solutions obtained with the numerical method for a time step245
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are cell-averaged, they provide a piecewise constant solution at the new time246

level, tn+1, for each variable (as seen in equation (15)). However, following247

Godunov’s method and the ARoe approach, some intermediate states can be248

defined before the values in tn+1 are averaged [35], as shown in Figure 2. These249

states are defined for the subcritical case as follows:250

U∗i (Ui,Ui+1,Si+1/2) = Un
i + (γ̃ẽ)1

i+1/2

U∗∗i+1(Ui,Ui+1,Si+1/2) = Un
i+1 − (γ̃ẽ)2

i+1/2

(18)

where γ̃i+1/2 stands for the compact expression of the fluxes and source terms251

at each edge i+ 1/2: γ̃mi+1/2 =

(
α̃− β̃

λ̃

)m

i+1/2

.252

253

The cell averaged solution for the next level, Un+1
i , is defined by these values,254

depending on propagation velocities, λ̃mk . Here, the subcritical case is taken into255

consideration but more details can be seen in [34]. According to Figure 2:256

Un+1
i ∆x = U∗∗i

(
λ̃2
i−1/2∆t

)
+U∗i

(
−λ̃1

i+1/2∆t
)

+Un
i

(
∆x− λ̃2

i−1/2∆t+ λ̃1
i+1/2∆t

)

(19)

that can be rewritten as257

Un+1
i ∆x = Un

i (∆x) + (U∗∗i −Un
i )
(
λ̃2
i−1/2∆t

)
+ (U∗i −Un

i )
(
λ̃1
i+1/2∆t

)
(20)

The intermediate states (*) and (**) are not actually used in the updating258

scheme. However, they involve the information of the fluxes and source terms259

and their analysis permit the definition of useful approaches to avoid numerical260

instabilities and unrealistic solutions, as it will be seen later. Combining (18)261

and (20), they lead to the 1D updating equation (analogous to the 2D (15)262

equation):263

Un+1
i = Un

i − (λ̃γ̃ẽ)2
i−1/2

∆t

∆x
− (λ̃γ̃ẽ)1

i+1/2

∆t

∆x
(21)
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The extension to a 2D model assumes one dimensional RP at each cell edge,264

k, projecting the variables onto the normal vector (x′ axis in Figure 1). Note265

that for a 2D model there exist 3 waves with different possibilities and more266

intermediate states.267

268

Following subsections describe the use of these 2D intermediate states to269

fix, in particular, unrealistic solutions related with flow direction and negative270

water depth. When focusing on the flow direction, the variable used to limit the271

source term is the projected discharge, q = (hu)nx + (hv)ny, as it will be seen272

in subsection 2.3.1. On the other hand, intermediate state related with water273

depth, h, is used to control source terms when trying to avoid negative values274

of the water column.275

276

2.3. Source term fixes277

2.3.1. Friction correction to avoid reverse flow278

Although the gravity force can reverse the flow, the friction force should279

merely reduce it. During a single time step, it is important to ensure that280

the sign of the flow velocity is not changed by the contribution of the friction281

term [34]. Otherwise the numerical friction contribution must be redefined and282

restricted. For that purpose, an approximated water discharge can be defined283

following (21):284

(q)∗i = (q)ni + (α̃λ̃)1
k − (β̃)1

k (22)

It is useful to split the total source term β̃ = β̃S + β̃F, with the contributions285

of slope (β̃S) and friction (β̃F). This helps to evaluate the effect of the updated286

discharge without the friction term:287

(q)?i = (q)ni + (α̃λ̃)1
k − (β̃)1

S,k (23)
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By multiplying (22) and (23) the effect of friction term can be analysed by288

checking the sign change:289

(q)?i < 0 and (q)∗i > 0→ (q)∗i (q)
?
i < 0 (24)

In this case, the numerical friction might produce flow reverse, contrary to what290

is physically possible, and the friction source wave strength can be redefined as:291

292

β̃1
F =





(q)?i if (q)∗i (q)
?
i ≤ 0

β̃1
F otherwise

(25)

setting β̃3
F = −β̃1

F (β̃2
F = 0).293

2.3.2. Source term correction to ensure positive water depths294

Challenging cases may involve large bed slopes and roughness values that,295

within the wet domain, locally violate the model hypothesis and lead to numeri-296

cal issues in the form of negative water depths at a few cells. As a first option to297

reduce this problem the time step can be restricted in order to ensure positivity298

in the solution [9]. However, this could lead to extremely small values of the299

allowable ∆t. Thus, a reformulation of the classical wave splitting can be done300

to preserve the positive values in water depths [34]. Carrying on with the inter-301

mediate values, the modification of source strengths, β, enforces positive values302

of h∗i and h∗∗∗j , leading to positive water depth in the solution [34]. Therefore,303

for subcritical cases positive values of h∗i must fulfil that304

h∗i = hni + (α̃ẽ1)1
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

h?

−
(
β̃

λ̃

)1

k

≥ 0 (26)

while positive values of h∗∗∗j require that305

h∗∗∗j = hnj − (α̃ẽ2)1
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

h?

+

(
β̃

λ̃

)2

k

≥ 0 (27)
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with h?i > 0. Then, a redefinition of the source strengths can be written de-306

pending on the intermediate states sign. If h∗i < 0, then:307

β̃1 =




h?λ̃1

k if h∗i < 0

β̃1 otherwise

; β̃3 = −β̃1 (28)

and in case that h∗∗∗j < 0, the source strength is modify as follows308

β̃3 =




−h?λ̃3

k if h∗∗∗j < 0

β̃3 otherwise

; β̃1 = −β̃3 (29)

2.4. Wet-dry treatment309

An additional case that could lead to unrealistic solutions of water depth is310

the wetting/drying process. The interaction between wet and dry cells could311

lead to negative values when the flow direction is against the slope and the dry312

cell bottom level is above the water surface level of the wet cell, as depicted in313

Figure 3. In this case, the basic updating scheme would compute a negative314

water depth in the dry cell [35].315

316

Figure 3: Wet-dry representation.

In order to ensure the positivity of the solution, the flux splitting is performed317

preventing it from crossing the edge if the result is negative. Following the318

notation of Figure 3, where En are the fluxes through the edge (in n direction)319

and S the source terms, the following algorithm is implemented:320

- If hnj = 0 and h∗∗∗j < 0 then321

(δEn− S)−i,k = (δEn− S)k, (δEn− S)−j,k = 0 (30)
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- If hni = 0 and h∗i < 0 then322

(δEn− S)−j,k = (δEn− S)k, (δEn− S)−i,k = 0 (31)

- Otherwise323

(δEn− S)−i,k =
3∑

m=1

(
λ̃−
(
α̃− β̃

λ̃

)
ẽ

)m

k

(32)

324

(δEn− S)−j,k = (δEn− S)+
i,k =

3∑

m=1

(
λ̃+

(
α̃− β̃

λ̃

)
ẽ

)m

k

(33)

that indicates that the flux sent to cell j will be sent back to cell i if it can not325

ensure positive water depth: hj > 0. Additionally, it is important to impose326

a zero value on the velocities normal to edge k in cases where the flux is not327

crossing the cell edge, as depicted in Figure 3.328

329

3. Acceleration technologies330

3.1. High Performance Computing (HPC)331

The main drawback on these mathematical problems is the high computa-332

tional cost. The presented two dimensional model must update 3 variables at333

every cell gathering contributions from 3 cell edges using a global time step334

dynamically computed. This implies a large amount of operations. Thus, the335

number of time steps is high and, consequently, the total simulation time might336

turn unaffordable. This situation leads to the necessity of alternatives when337

simulating large domains.338

339

There are many different ways of performing accelerated calculations to over-340

come this problem. Parallel technologies are based on the distribution of work-341

load into units that work simultaneously.Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) ap-342

plications divide the work load into all the processors available on the computer343

[22]. However, this technology is extremely limited in scalability to the hardware344

system. If needed, MPI (Message Passing Interface) technologies are available345
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to overcome this problem, using several devices containing several cores to carry346

out massive calculations [23]. However, this alternative involves not only an in-347

crease on budgets that might not be affordable, but also implies a constraint in348

data-transfer and difficulties in the domain-decomposition strategies.349

350

Another alternative is the use of Graphical Processing Units (GPU) to have351

a high amount of computing threads into a single device, the GPU [24]. These352

devices were initially developed to deal with graphic operations. Nowadays,353

NVIDIA has developed a toolkit to run parallel solutions on its devices: the354

CUDA toolkit. CUDA allows the programmer to implement the code in GPU355

in its familiar programming environment (C language, in this case) just by in-356

corporating expressions for the parallel parts of the code. This technology is357

continuously growing and the devices are constantly improving regarding the358

number of cores, speed on the data transfer and increasing the efficiency of the359

CUDA toolkit. For instance, the necessity of data transfer (I/O) between CPU360

and GPU require a computational effort that could entail a bottleneck on a361

simulation. Recently, NVIDIA unveiled “GPUDirect” storage, a new capabil-362

ity that enables its GPUs to talk directly with NVM-Express storage without363

needing to involve the host CPU and system memory [46]. Hence, newer cards364

present better performances than former ones.365

366

3.2. Parallel code and HPC devices details367

The numerical scheme afore presented has been implemented to run on GPU368

cards in order to increase the performance of the simulations. The details re-369

garding the implementation can be found in [26].370

371

This work is devoted to be a study of performance applied to flood simula-372

tion. Thus, the cases presented here are carried out with different GPU devices373

and an analysis of speed-up is done to show the potential performance of the374

technology and the suitability of those complex models in spite of their compu-375
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Type Processor CUDA Cores Memory Year

GPU1 GPU GTX 780 2304 3072 MB 2013

GPU2 GPU GTX Titan Black 2880 6144 MB 2015

GPU3 GPU Tesla K40 2880 12 GB 2013

GPU4 GPU Tesla V100 5120 1 16 GB 2017

Table 1: Characteristics of the different GPU devices.

tational cost. All the different devices are shown in Table 1.376

377

3.3. Updating flowchart378

Figure 4 shows the updating flowchart that is followed in the numerical379

scheme. On blue rectangles, CPU instructions are represented, while functions380

executed on GPU are depicted in green rectangles. The preprocess, where the381

mesh is allocated on the CPU memory and all the input data are read, is done382

in CPU and the necessary information is later transferred to the GPU. The383

temporal loop is all allocated in the GPU and is executed as many times as384

time steps are required to achieve the final time.385

386

4. Validation of the model: the Toce River387

A physical model of the Toce River, located on the Italian part of the Alps,388

was built by the Hydraulic Research Laboratory (Milan, Italy), characterizing389

a 5km stretch of the real valley of the river. The available Digital Terrain390

Model (DTM) had a resolution of 5cm x 5cm. The physical model was entirely391

constructed with the same material so that the use of a uniform roughness392

coefficient was suggested [47]. Over this model, a hydrograph was set as inlet393

boundary condition, as shown in Figure 5(a), representing a flood event with394

1Including the new development: 8 x 640 Tensor Cores
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Figure 4: Algorithm flowchart for computation
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Figure 5: Inlet boundary condition for the Toce River physical and computational model.

Figure 6: Probes distribution over the physical and computational model of the Toce River.

a sharp discharge peak, whereas free outflow conditions were suggested at the395

downstream boundary. The evolution of water surface level was registered at396

several probes spread out over the topography that can be seen at Figure 6, so397

the data can be compared with computational simulations of the case.398

This physical model was created to validate different simulation approaches399

and now works as a benchmark test case for computational models calibration400

[47, 48]. In our case, the DTM resolution led to a 98672 triangular cell unstruc-401

tured mesh as the finest option. As this represents a small size test case, it is402

more suitable to test the numerical properties of the scheme rather to test the403

HPC performance. The simulation started from dry bed initial conditions and404

the numerical stability was controlled by dynamically choosing the time step405

under the restriction corresponding to CFL = 0.9.406

407

In Figure 7, the comparison between the physical and the computational408

model is displayed in terms of water surface level evolution at different points,409
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of which only a few are shown to avoid redundancy. The model provides good410

accuracy in water surface elevation prediction at some of the probes and there411

is an accurate prediction of the wave front arrival time. This is not only because412

the terrain is well represented in terms of elevation, but also in terms of friction.413

This case has been run using a uniform friction coefficient (n=0.0162 s/m1/3).414

However, the Manning coefficient is not provided in the data set, but the case415

was computed and calibrated by other researchers under different conditions416

[48], including this one. As reported in [48], the sensitivity of the numerical417

results to the roughness coefficient, the mesh refinement and other choices is418

complex in this case and some discrepancies can be observed.419

420

In order to quantify the reliability of the model and the mesh, a Nash-421

Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient, common to asses the predictive power of a hy-422

drological model [36, 37], has been used. The coefficient for the water depth is423

defined as:424

NSEh = 1−
∑Tf

t0
(hts − hto)∑Tf

t0
(hto − hto)

(34)

where subscript S stands for simulated, O for observed (measurements) and425

the overbar value is the mean of the whole time series of observed data. The426

coefficient can take values −∞ ≤ NSE ≤ 1, meaning NSE = 1 a perfect fit.427

The obtained results for the 12 probe locations are displayed in Table 2.428

429

P2 P3 P4 P5 P8 P9

NSE (h) 0.77 0.63 0.42 0.77 0.82 0.93

P10 P19 P21 P23 P24 P25

NSE (h) 0.65 0.86 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.97

Table 2: Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient for the water depth at different probes of the Toce river

model.

The model must get a Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient over 0.6 to be validated as430

acceptable. Values over 0.8 indicate a good agreement, while values over 0.9431
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Figure 7: Comparison between experimental and computed data of time evolution water depth

(m) at probes P2, P3, P4, P5, P8 and P9.
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Figure 8: Comparison between experimental and computed data of time evolution water depth

(m) at probes P10, P19, P21, P23, P24 and P25.
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designate very good results. Therefore, it can be concluded that, apart from P4432

whose discrepancies were also reported by other authors [48], the model presents433

good and very good agreements.434

435

As this is a challenging case that could require a correction in the source436

term strengths, β, and a careful wet-dry front treatment, additional simulations437

under different numerical conditions have been carried out in the Toce River to438

highlight the benefit of the numerical fixes presented in the previous sections.439

440

The sensitivity of the numerical results to the numerical fixes presented in441

section 2.2 is next analyzed. For that purpose, the separate influence of the442

source term correction and that of the wet-dry treatment have been consid-443

ered. The numerical scheme with wet-dry treatment and without source term444

correction will be denoted E1, whereas the numerical scheme with source term445

correction and without wet-dry treatment will be denoted E2. R represents446

the original reference simulation with all the numerical fixes. In both cases E1,447

E2, the CFL condition (16) will not be sufficient to ensure numerical stability.448

Therefore, as reported in [9], the time step size must be reduced to avoid neg-449

ative water depths. The actual implementation of the time step reduction is450

to halve ∆t while the water depth is less than the water depth threshold value451

(TH) used to differentiate a wet cell from a dry cell. It is important to note that452

the lower this tolerance is chosen, the lower the mass conservation error will be.453

454

As the time step size is dynamically computed during all simulations, an455

average size is shown for the sake of comparison in Table 3. The reference sim-456

ulation, R, uses a tolerance TH = 10−12 m and performs the simulation with457

an average time step size ∆t = 4.73 × 10−3 s. However, this TH value for E1458

and E2 results into extremely small time step sizes (of the order of 10−8), which459

leads to a practically stop in the simulation. In fact, if contributions are negative460

for a dry cell, no positive time step could guarantee the water depth positivity461

preserving. Therefore, only the first 4 seconds of the simulations (until they462
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TH [m] ∆tR [s ×10−4] ∆tE1 [s ×10−4] ∆tE2 [s ×10−4]

10−12 47.3 0.000893 2 0.000741 2

10−6 - 1.98 0.035

10−3 - 53.46 53.51

Table 3: Average time step size for simulations E1 and E2 when setting different mass toler-

ances TH and their comparison with the reference simulation, R.

simulation virtually stops) are shown. If TH is relaxed to 10−6 m, the simula-463

tion is completed although the time step size values are significantly lower than464

the reference, as seen in Table 3. Only TH=10−3 m allows to recover the same465

order of magnitude of the reference simulation for the time step size. However,466

increasing the TH has dramatic consequences for the mass conservation.467

468

The absolute mass error is computed every time step as:469

ε =
N∑

i=1

Aih
n+1
i −

N∑

i=1

Aih
n
i −∆t(Qnin −Qnout) (35)

where N is the total number of cells, Qin, Qout stand for the total discharges470

entering and leaving the computational domain respectively. Table 4 shows471

the time integrated mass error for the simulations for R, E1 and E2 using the472

mentioned TH values. The integrated error is in the order of 10−11 m3 for the473

reference simulation. Although both E1 and E2 reach an even lower mass con-474

servation integrated error, the simulations virtually stop at t = 4 s (as mentioned475

before) due to the impossibility of satisfying the water depth positivity for this476

tolerance. If the tolerance is relaxed to 10−6 m, E1 and E2 results are different.477

This fact reveals that if the wet/dry treatment is disabled, the consequences for478

the mass conservation are critical. Finally, the integrated mass errors for TH =479

10−3 m are become inadmissible.480

481

2Until the simulation virtually stops.
3Until the simulation virtually stops.
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TH [m] εR [m3] εE1 [m3] εE2 [m3]

10−12 1.91 × 10−11 7.39 × 10−14 3 2.059 × 10−12 3

10−6 - -0.0133 -18.38

10−3 - -23.51 -23.31

Table 4: Cumulative mass error for simulations with E1 and E2 and different mass tolerances

and their comparison with the reference simulation, R.

In light of these results it can be said that the aforementioned numerical482

fixes are important to ensure mass conservation and accurate results without483

decreasing the time step size, which results crucial when facing real time simu-484

lations.485

486

5. Application to a real test case: the Ebro River487

The Ebro River basin is managed by the Ebro River Basin Authority (Con-488

federación Hidrográfica del Ebro-CHE) (www.chebro.es). They provided all the489

topography details as well as hydraulic data from the gauging stations along490

the basin. The river basin is located in the North-East of Spain (Figure 9) and491

has an extension of 85362 km2. Although it is not one of the most populated492

regions in the country, many urban areas of different size can be found near the493

river together with areas dedicated to agriculture and farming.494

495

It is a river with an average discharge of Q = 400 m3/s that increases up496

to 2500 m3/s when flooding occurs (return period between 1 and 2 years). The497

present work is restricted to the physical domain in the middle part of this river498

(see Figures 9 and 10), which is the most affected by floods. It is a 125 km499

stretch of river limited by two gauging stations: Castejón de Ebro upstream500

and Zaragoza downstream. As inlet boundary condition, the hydrographs pro-501

vided from the measurements at Castejón gauging station are used. The gaug-502

ing curve (water surface level vs. discharge) provided from measurements in503
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Figure 9: Location of the Ebro river basin in the North East of Spain and location of the

analyzed domain (blue ellipse).

Figure 10: Middle part of the Ebro river object of the study and location of relevant towns.

Zaragoza gauging station is imposed as outlet boundary condition. The rest of504

the boundaries are chosen far enough not to be reached by the flow. The total505

computational domain chosen encompasses a total extension of 744 km2 (see506

Figure 10).507

A calibration process is crucial to set up the model with the most suitable508

computational mesh and the proper roughness values. When dealing with do-509

mains of the size presented here this process could turn unaffordable due to510

the large amount of simulations that are needed and the high computational511

times. The numerical model robustness and the GPU implementation play an512

important role in this process. The data pre-processing, the calibration, and513

the final numerical results are presented next.514

515
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Figure 11: Detail of the bed raster interpolated from cross sections.

5.1. Data pre-processing516

For the two-dimensional floodplain, a digital terrain model (DTM) is used517

to represent the topography. It provides a square-mesh with equal spacing that518

has a resolution of 5m x 5m. At the river bed itself, the DTM is not valid519

since LIDAR technology is not able to measure properly under water due to520

reflection and provides an irregular bed with non-realistic data. Thus, provided521

river cross sections are used as second data source to represent the main chan-522

nel. In particular, they are used to interpolate the river bed cross sections and523

create a new DTM for the river bathymetry [49], as represented in Figure 11,524

complementary to the floodplain DTM.525

526

A computational mesh is built mapping the terrain elevation from the DTMs.527

In order to obtain a fast and accurate calculation, the most suitable is a terrain-528

adapted unstructured triangular mesh [50]. Since it is necessary to reach a529

compromise between speed of calculation and accuracy of results [50] adaptive530

meshes in space are used; in such a way that the cells are small where we531

need much detail of the flow (riverbed, levees, etc.), and big in areas far from532

the riverbed where practically water does not arrive hardly ever always paying533

attention to their regularity [51]. In particular, edge sizes ranging from 5 m534

(near river bed) to 150 m (at boundaries) were first imposed. The mesh was535

designed starting by the requirement to have enough river bed resolution (at536

least ten cells at a typical cross section) but less resolution on the floodplain,537
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(a) (b)

Figure 12: Wrong (a) and correct (b) representation of a levee on the floodplain comparing

calibrated (b) and non-calibrated (a) meshes.

leveraging the grid adaptability offered by unstructured triangular meshes. This538

led to an initial mesh.539

The mesh calibration process was made with an event occurred in 2015 fo-540

cusing on flood extension. As not only discharge and elevation data at certain541

stations, but also maps with the maximum extension of the flooded area were542

supplied, both a qualitative (using visual exploration) and a quantitative (using543

a critical success rate index that will be addressed later) comparison between544

computed and measured flooded area were used to detect the necessity to refine545

the mesh near levees. This led to the final mesh containing 867672 triangular546

cells. Figure 12 highlights the differences between final (b) and initial (a) meshes547

that were generated for the representation of a levee in the floodplain. The fig-548

ure shows how a local refinement is needed to capture narrow levees. During549

this process, around 20 simulations were needed to achieve a proper mesh.550

551

The model must be calibrated not only in terms of the mesh, but also in552

terms of the roughness which is based on a land use map. When dealing with553

real domains and river representation, a uniform Manning roughness coefficient554
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Figure 13: Initial rough (left) and final detail (right) roughness map.

is not accurate enough. Thus, land use maps must be used to generate proper555

roughness distributions. Initially, a coarse Manning roughness distribution map556

was built by outlying different areas from visual exploration of the land use557

maps. A trial and error calibration process was carried out to achieve a coinci-558

dence between peak values of the measured hydrographs at Tudela and Zaragoza559

together with the analysis of travelling times. This process showed the necessity560

of a more complex roughness distribution as the complexity of the two-peak hy-561

drograph, that was associated to different size flooding areas, involved different562

areas of the floodplain. This led to the improvement of the model by incorpo-563

rating GIS information to perform the soil distribution effect. The roughness564

calibration step required another 30 additional simulations. Thus, the final565

model includes, in addition to a detailed representation of the available topog-566

raphy data, a complex roughness distribution. Figure 13 shows a comparison567

between the nominal land use map before calibration and the final calibrated568

roughness values.569

570

The historical events that have been simulated in this work are summarized571

in Table 5, where the real flood duration is specified in the last column.572

573

A first simulation is carried out for each flood event with initial dry bed un-574
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Case Flood peak date Max. discharge (m3/s) Flood duration (days)

1 2/6/2008 1797 8.91

2 13/6/2009 1800 24.27

3 16/01/2010 2000 5.25

4 01/02/2015 2600 21.0

Table 5: Characteristic data of simulated historical events.

til the steady state corresponding to the constant upstream discharge supplied575

has been reached. Note that the initial conditions must be updated after the576

calibration process according to the final roughness distribution. The value of577

the steady state discharge that will be the initial condition for the flooding sim-578

ulations corresponds to the first discharge value encountered in the upstream579

boundary condition of the flood hydrograph that is going to be simulated.580

581

5.2. Numerical results582

This section shows the comparison between the simulated and the measured583

data for the different flood events. Due to the existence of gauging stations in584

the river basin, the temporal evolution of water surface elevation (η=h+z) can585

be always compared in order to ensure the accuracy of the results. Additionally,586

some of the stations have also discharge measurements so these data are also587

used.588

589

In Figure 14 the time evolution of discharge at gauging stations is shown590

for the four analysed cases. The plot of the inlet hydrograph for each event591

can be seen in the figure, as well as the conveyance to other gauging points.592

According to them, the evolution of the hydrograph along the river is in good593

agreement with the observed data. The correct simulation of the flood wave594

arrival time at each point is quite important, and the model is able to repro-595

duce it properly. The other relevant effect is the change on the wave shape due596

to the storage capacity of the floodplain, which can also be seen on the results597
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due to the use of a 2D model guaranteed by the quality in the mesh construction.598

599

Again, the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient as a measure of agreement between the600

numerical and the observed results. The coefficient for the discharge is defined601

as:602

NSEQ = 1−
∑Tf

t0
(Qts −Qto)∑Tf

t0
(Qto −Qto)

(36)

The obtained results for the 4 cases at the 2 gauging stations are included in603

Table 6. The gauging station at Zaragoza for case 4 shows the lowest NSE (0.82)604

that still indicates a good model. The rest of measurement points show a very605

good agreement achieving 0.99 in Tudela for case 1.606

607

NSEQ Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Tudela 0.99 0.97 0.995 0.93

Zaragoza 0.95 0.95 0.97 0.82

Table 6: Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient for the discharge during different flood events at different

gauging stations of the Ebro river.

Since the Ebro River Basin Authority manages interventions when a flood608

event takes place, their interest on water surface levels at certain locations makes609

their representation also quite interesting. Figures from 15 to 17 show the time610

evolution of η at the gauging stations displayed in Figure 10. The results differ611

mostly at the beginning of the simulation which may be due to the uncertainty612

in the water surface profile set as initial condition. The initial condition was613

computed as the steady state corresponding to the discharge measured at the614

Castejón gauging station (upstream section). This was already an approxima-615

tion as the discharge was not exactly uniform along the actual river in that616

moment. Furthermore, the comparison of the water surface level at the gauging617

sections is full of uncertainty concerning the actual bed level. It is important to618

stress that the model computes water depth from bed level data. However, the619

trend followed by the numerical results is quite similar to the measured data,620
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Figure 14: Discharge time evolution observed and computed at Tudela, Novillas and Alagón

gauging stations for the 4 different flood events analyzed.
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Figure 15: Time evolution of water surface elevation observed and computed at Tudela gauging

station for the 4 cases.

and only differences of centimetres are seen in terms of water level.621

622

Finally, in light of the discrepancies, it is worth noting on one hand that623

the roughness values were adjusted to the overall best fit of the discharge hy-624

drographs involving peak values and arrival times. On the other hand, it is625

important to mention the lack of available updated data of the terrain in such626

kind of basins. For instance, river bed cross sections or land uses may have627

changed along the years since they were measured, or some levees in the flood-628

plain are narrower than the DTM resolution (5m x 5m). When simulating river629

stretches, an updated set of starting data is essential and decisive and could630

lead to even better results.631

632

In order to quantify the reliability of the model the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient633
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Figure 16: Time evolution of water surface elevation observed and computed at Novillas

gauging station for the 4 cases.
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Figure 17: Time evolution of water surface elevation observed and computed at Alagón gauging

station for the 4 cases.
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for the η computed time series compared with data is defined as:634

NSEη = 1−
∑Tf

t0
(ηts − ηto)∑Tf

t0
(ηto − ηto)

(37)

The obtained results for the 4 cases in the 3 locations of the stations are included635

in Table 7. Water elevations are more challenging to reproduce since they do636

not represent an integrated measurement, as the discharge does, but a specific637

spatial measurement. Nevertheless, all the points indicate a good or a very good638

agreement, except for Novillas in case 2, which present an acceptable agreement.639

640

NSEη Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Tudela 0.728 0.8309 0.8696 0.9344

Novillas 0.8017 0.6387 0.9145 0.9437

Alagón 0.9508 0.7231 0.8294 0.9603

Table 7: Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient for the water surface level during different flood events at

different gauging stations of the Ebro river.

Additionally, information concerning the maximum observed flooded area641

was available for the 2015 flood event. It was used to compare with the maxi-642

mum flooded area predicted by the model in this event. For that purpose, the643

flooded area at t=314 h was used. Figure 18 shows the comparison of both max-644

imum inundation areas. The visual agreement between observed and computed645

data can be quantified by using the critical success index, C(%), [52, 53]:646

C(%) = 100
AObs ∩ASim
AObs ∪ASim

(38)

that can vary between 0 and 100%. It is worth mentioning that although this647

rate penalizes for both under- and over-prediction, a 89.67% of coincidence is648

reached.649

650

All the flood event simulations were carried out with four different GPU651

devices. The required computational times are shown in Table 8 together with652
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Figure 18: Maximum extension of the flooded area observed (orange points) and computed

(in blue scale) for the 2015 flooding event. Zoom in two different zones.
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Case Flood duration tGPU1 tGPU2 tGPU3 tGPU4

Case 1 8.91 d 7.26 h 5.88 h 3.69 h 1.19 h

Case 2 24.27 d 21.14 h 17.25 h 10.676 h 3.63 h

Case 3 5.25 d 4.75 h 3.83 h 2.38 h 0.495 h

Case 4 21.0 d 21.27 h 16.36 h 10.40 h 3.45 h

Table 8: Different computational times for the 4 events carried out in different processing

devices.

Case Flood duration rGPU1 rGPU2 rGPU3 rGPU4

Case 1 8.91 d 29.45 36.36 57.95 179.69

Case 2 24.27 d 27.55 33.76 54.55 160.46

Case 3 5.25 d 26.52 32.89 52.94 254.54

Case 4 21.0 d 23.69 30.8 48.46 146.08

Table 9: Different ratios of computational time for the 4 events carried out in different pro-

cessing devices.

the real flood duration. For the sake of a better comparison, Table 9 shows653

the ratio, between the real flood duration (d) and the computational time for654

each simulation at each device (t) as r = d/t. Note that this ratio is within a655

different range for each device, varying depending on the case (i.e. the number656

of wetted cells).657

658

In order to compare the level of speed up, it is worth mentioning that the 21659

day flood event (case 4) is computed in 21 days when a 12 CPU cores (Intel Xeon660

X5650) is used. Although a 12-cores parallelization is used, the computational661

time results unaffordable when trying to have a tool with prediction on-line662

purposes, as seen in Table 8.663
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6. Conclusions664

Since flood consequences result into huge disasters and high amount of hu-665

man and economic losses, prediction studies become an important tool. In666

particular, nowadays numerical simulations provide accurate results and their667

development is increasing with the objective of turning complex models into668

affordable and useful ones. Recent research has given rise to a new genera-669

tion of 2D hydraulic models able to run in shorter times thus providing the670

opportunity to enhance the current flood early warning systems. These haz-671

ardous events have been traditionally simulated by means of different simplified672

or modified models that avoid full 2D frameworks in order to increase the speed673

performance. The present work proposes an efficient model that is able to re-674

produce flood events in affordable times by using a 2D model on GPU.675

676

Additionally, not only a 2D model for flood events has been presented, but677

also a robust 2D model completed with numerical corrections that avoid insta-678

bilities and make the model suitable for the simulation of complex phenomena.679

When dealing with real test cases, numerical fixes result crucial to ensure mass680

conservation and physically feasible solutions without a decrement of the CFL681

stability condition or directly the time step size.682

683

Since models and numerical schemes must be first verified with benchmark684

cases in which the physical terrain, the inlet discharge and recorded variables685

evolution are properly compared with simulation data, the Toce River physi-686

cal model has been used. The results demonstrate the necessity to control the687

numerical source terms as well as the wet-dry front as they have an important688

influence on the numerical stability. The quality of the results depends on the689

compromise between minimum water depth tolerance and time step size. The690

presented approach provides machine accurate conservation errors at the max-691

imum possible time step size.692

693
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The application to the simulation of flood events in a reach of the Ebro river694

highlights that the use of real data introduces some uncertainties related with695

coarse discretizations of the terrain measurements, non detailed characterization696

of bed roughness, spurious points on the discharge time series, and other prob-697

lems that may provoke errors on the results regardless of the numerical scheme.698

Hence, calibration processes must be carried out. An optimal computational699

mesh has been generated and calibrated for the Ebro River. The 2015 event700

has been reproduced reaching an accuracy of 89.67% on area fit. Additionally,701

other floods have been reproduced in order to ensure mesh accuracy reaching702

very accurate results in terms of Nash-Sutcliffe Error. As seen in the results,703

the storage effect of the 2D floodplain is pointed out in the reproduction of hy-704

drographs conveyance, which could not be seen properly with other simplified705

models. Additionally, although real test cases introduce some errors due to the706

lack of available data, the model is still able to provide very good results.707

708

Finally, not only the benefits of an accurate and fast numerical method are709

desirable for flood prediction but also the generation of an appropriate computa-710

tional mesh and an adequate representation of land use maps are demonstrated711

to be necessary in order to carry out computations leading to accurate numeri-712

cal results. The numerical results obtained for different flood events in two river713

flood cases have been presented and compared with measurements. It should be714

emphasized that the use of HPC technologies is vitally important when carry-715

ing out simulations with large domains and long event durations. In this work,716

the results for the Ebro River, containing a large domain (744 km2) and great717

number of computational cells (867672), are obtained using a GPU-parallelized718

well-balanced upwind numerical scheme which simulates a hydrograph of 21719

days in a bit more than 3 hours, with a Tesla V100, and makes feasible to re-720

produce events on a real-time basis.721

722
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